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2021
WE CARE ABOUT OUR STUDENTS AT 
WEEROONA COLLEGE BENDIGO AND 
WE HELP THEM TO THRIVE - WCB VISION
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WCB PRINCIPAL
2021 – A YEAR OF UNPREDICTABILITY

2021 began with us holding much hope for a 
normal year, free from COVID interruptions.  
What we experienced was entirely different.  
It allowed our WCB community to come together 
and display the values that underpin what  
makes Weeroona College Bendigo such a great 
place to learn and work.

We began the year differently to previous 
years, transitioning our Year 7 students a day 
before the remainder of our students began 
their school year. Learning Advisors worked 
tirelessly to engage with families to focus on the 
importance of literacy learning for all students 
with the message that parents and caregivers 
play a critical role in fostering young people’s 
engagement and enjoyment of a wide range 
of experiences that enhance reading, writing, 
speaking and listening development (at this 
stage little did we know just how much we were 
once again going to be asking of parents and 
caregivers). 

Literacy across the College has continued to 
be a focus across all learning areas and all 
staff are members of a Professional Learning 
Community (PLC) which have been conducting 
5 week inquiry cycles to scaffold the teaching 
of vocabulary. To support the College with 
our journey to improve student outcomes we 
continued our collaboration with differentiated 
support for school improvement (DSSI). The DSSI 
team consists of an Executive Principal and two 
Leading Teachers who have seamlessly become 
part of the WCB school improvement team, 
working with leadership and teachers for up to 
two days per week. 

The focus for the Leading Teachers has been on 
improving both literacy and numeracy outcomes. 
This was the second year with this program and 
we are very excited to continue this journey for 
the first six months of 2022.

Student voice is an important aspect of WCB. 
It acknowledges that students have unique 
perspectives on learning, teaching and schooling, 
and should have the opportunity to actively 
shape their own education. 

At WCB student voice involves students actively 
participating in the College and community, 
contributing to decision making processes and 
collectively influencing outcomes by putting 
forward their views, concern and ideas. 

A key component and the face of student voice at 
WCB are our College Captains. This year we were 
very lucky to have four captains: Elise McGibbon, 
Maddison Grinter, Blodan Abduljabbar and Luke 
Fitzgerald. 

They were voted to the role by their peers. 
Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 restrictions there 
has been some limited opportunities for them, 
however, they have stepped up whenever asked. 
Most memorably our College Captains ran our 
Smoking Ceremony very successfully earlier in 
the year.

As the title of this suggests, 2021 has been an 
unpredictable year. Throughout Term 1 we began 
with the hope that remote learning and COVID-19 
outbreaks were behind us. It didn’t take long 
however, to begin to realise that this might not be 
the case. 

Towards the end of February, we had our annual 
College Swimming Sports Carnival and it was 
while students were enjoying the sun, fun and 
water that schools were notified that we were 
transitioning to remote learning for a snap 5-day 
lockdown. 

Fortunately, we returned after those 5 days, 
only missing 2 days of on-site learning. School 
life returned to normal for the remainder of 
Term 1 and for most of Term 2. This enabled 
us to hold our Athletics Carnival and move 
forward with plans for excursions, camps and 
our College production. The end of May saw us 
return to remote learning and pretty much saw 
the beginning of us transitioning into and out 
of remote learning for the next four months. 
Throughout this period, we transitioned four 
times before finally staggering back to face-to-
face learning by week three of Term Four.

Throughout this rollercoaster of remote and face-
to-face learning I have been amazed and proud 
of the resilience and efforts of students, families 
and WCB staff. The ability of staff to transition 
to a virtual learning environment within days 
then back to face-to-face was nothing short of 
amazing. Families have continued to navigate 
new technologies to support their children and 
we have continued Parent Teacher Interviews in a 
virtual setting. 

Whilst there was an enormous amount of 
planning dedicated to transitioning to remote 
learning, there was an equal amount of work 
dedicated to ensuring students could transition 
back to face-to face learning. 

Student wellbeing support has been our number 
one priority and upon each return to school 
we have continued to emphasise WCB Clean, 
Calm Communities. This was a philosophy that 
encouraged a calm environment that allowed for 
COVID-safe operation. 

Although there were many challenges throughout 
2021, I have been incredibly proud of the gains 
that we have made in communicating with our 
community members and the role that Learning 
Advisors have played in supporting students and 
families. As we move into 2022, WCB will take 
with us all the positive things that we have learnt 
as a result of a couple of very challenging years.

Finally, I would once again like to recognise the 
support that all members of the WCB community 
have shown to the College. Your efforts have 
ensured that our students know that they can rely 
on you to stand-up when things are challenging.

I hope that everyone has the opportunity to rest 
and relax over the Christmas break and recharge 
so that we can do an even better job in 2022.

 
Jason Bysouth 
Principal

PRINCIPAL
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL

A.P.

2021 started off promising to see the end of the 
global pandemic and a fresh new beginning. Our 
new Year 7 students began on a very wet day, not 
deterred by the rain, they embraced their first 
day of high school with grit and determination. 
Our Year 8 – 10 students joined the next day super 
excited to find out what the year 2021 would 
bring. This enthusiasm has continued throughout 
the year even with the consistent disruptions to 
the learning of all and the pandemic not ending 
like we had all hoped.

This year the College values of Respect, Integrity, 
Personal Excellence, Innovation and Resilience 
have been thoroughly demonstrated in so many 
varying ways from all members of our College 
community.

Respect – ‘the feeling of deep admiration for 
someone or something elicited by their abilities, 
qualities or achievements.’

Our Weeroona College Bendigo community 
has demonstrated this time and time again. 
Staff, families and students continued to build 
on the conversations with Advisors and open 
communication has strengthened the respectful 
relationships between all members of the College 
community.

Integrity – ‘the quality of being honest and having 
strong moral principles’. ‘Doing the right thing and 
not expecting reward or recognition for it.’

Throughout the year students were asked to 
manage their time effectively, be prepared to 
think about their strengths and limitations and 
participate in learning all without the constant 
reminder from staff. Our Weeroona College 
Bendigo students did this time and again. 

It was very rewarding to work with all members 
of staff to achieve our teaching and learning 
goals. In Term 4, upon the return to face to face 
learning, it was noticeable that students needed 
less reminding about participating in class and 
that they were generally excited and enthused to 
be a part of the College community.

Personal Excellence – ‘challenge myself to do my 
best and work hard to achieve my goals.’

Our students and staff at Weeroona College 
Bendigo have been setting goals throughout 
each new phase of their learning this year. 
With the consistent changes to how and where 
learning has taken place everyone has been 
challenged and in one way or another overcome 
these challenges to demonstrate their personal 
excellence.

The virtual awards evening showcases the 
amazing efforts of all students this year 
and the determination to demonstrate 
personal excellence in the face of adversity. 
Congratulations to all the award recipients and to 
all students for their continued hard work.

Innovation – ‘the introduction of something new.’

As I sit here and write this piece students in 
the Energy Breakthrough Team are competing 
in a 24-hour fundraising event. With so many 
events cancelled this year, the innovation of 
the WCB staff have seen an event like this being 
able to be completed. The determination to 
provide students an experience like this has seen 
students and staff adapt to the quickly changing 
COVID rules.

Resilience – ‘the capacity to recover quickly from 
difficulties: toughness.’

2021 has seen this value be tested the most by 
all members of the community. However, with 
all that has occurred this year the resilience that 
the Weeroona College Bendigo community has 
demonstrated has to be congratulated. Time 
and time again I have had conversations with 
students and families about how they have 
exceeded our expectation and their endeavours 
this year, the resilience and determination 
to move forward has been outstanding and 
rewarded. 

I would like to personally thank all staff, students, 
and families for their continued support in 
ensuring that Weeroona College Bendigo 
continues to be an amazing place to work and 
learn. I wish our 2021 Year 10’s every success 
in their future endeavours and look forward to 
continuing to work alongside all of you in 2022.

Sarah Trew 
Assistant Principal
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SKATE COMP  
- WITH BAKER BOY

Wednesday 19/5 saw students from across the 
College battle it out at the inaugural WCB Skate 
Competition.

The competition involved students on both 
skateboards and scooters. Students were given 
time to showcase their skills with tricks such as 
longest manual, longest jump, best trick and best 
ramp trick. It was great to see these students 
show-off their skills in front of a large crowd in 
attendance, with students emersed in the action 
around all corners of the Wannop basketball 
court. The atmosphere of the day was made even 
better thanks to the school rock band, who were 
belting out some rock classics.

Special shoutout to well-known music artist, 
Baker Boy, who was guest judge on the day.

Thanks for everyone who skated/ scooted in the 
WCB Skate Comp, it was a pleasure to be a part 
of it! And thank you to Mr Curry for arranging our 
special guest and Australia’s best rapper Baker 
Boy! Also, Mr Ireland and Ruby for organising the 
prizes and safety equipment. Legends! - Jordan.

SKATE COMP
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WELLBEING

WELLBEING

In February this year our School 
Community was devastated to hear of 
the loss of one of our students, Dalton 
Bawden. Dalton had just started Year 
10 and was loved by his Learning 
Community, Advisory and friends. In 
remembrance of Dalton we will pay 
tribute to him by placing a plaque 
in his memory and planting a tree 
around Merin Learning Community.

IN MEMORY YINDI’S 2ND BIRTHDAY
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INFORMATION NIGHT – TRANSITION

INFO NIGHT
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ASSEMBLY - SMOKING CEREMONY

To kick off 2021, the WCB community was lucky 
enough to have leaders and elders from the 
Bendigo indigenous community, come to our 
College and perform a traditional smoking 
ceremony.

Students were given a chance to gain a deeper 
understanding of one the world’s oldest and 
sacred cultures. This smoking ceremony is one 
that’s intimately intertwined with a Welcome  
to Country. The Welcome to Country is just that. 
It’s giving consent for people to be on Dja Dja 
Wurrung country.

As the students and the wider WCB community 
walked through the cleansing smoke, Dja Dja 
Wurrung man, Jason Kerr, played the Didgeridoo.

Prominent Dja Dja Wurrung elder Aunty Marilyne 
Nicholls was among the special guests at 
the ceremony.  Aunty Marilyne  said she was 
impressed with the event, which included a 
traditional smoking ceremony, speeches and 
several indigenous performances. 

ASSEMBLY
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WINNER 
SHORT STORY

Sophie Mennie was the winner of the Term 
3 WCB Writing Competition with her short 
story titled, “Infectious Beginnings”. This 
story is presented from the perspective of 
multiple narrators who navigate a post-
apocalyptic world dominated by zombie like 
creatures who are infected with a contagious 
disease. Through the development of her 
dynamic characters and her use of figurative 
language, Sophie creates a fast-paced 
environment that keeps the reader on the 
edge of their seat until the very end.

ENGLISH

ENGLISH DEBATINGHUMANITIES
The Global Learning Centre teamed up with Humanities twice this year to provide 
students with an opportunity to participate in a special one-off lesson as part of 
the College’s commemoration of Anzac Day and International Women’s Day. 

Anzac Day 
Students undertook a lesson focussed on the symbolism associated with Anzac 
Day, listened to a book titled ‘Meet the…ANZACS’ and then had the opportunity  
to utilise their newly acquired knowledge to design and create their own Anzac Day 
badge. Students worked hard to produce some truly beautiful and moving badges. 

International Women’s Day 
Students explored background information about International Women’s Day and 
then focused on one notable woman from a variety of different backgrounds: sport, 
mathematics, politics, literature, science and the arts. Students then produced 
purple butterflies using a range of different mediums which went on display in the 
College’s Art Gallery space. This art instillation highlighted purple as the colour 
historically associated with the day and butterflies to symbolise great change.
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ADVANCE PROGRAM

2021 had its challenges with actively volunteering 
but various cohorts throughout WCB made fine 
contributions in the community through the 
Advance Program. The Advance Program is a 
State Government funded program.

Throughout the course of the year students were 
involved in a variety of initiatives. These included: 
continued work on the College based community 
garden and the Sportsforce Advance Program 
where over 60 students provided assistance 
at a variety of Primary and Secondary sports 
carnivals and events. It also encorporated the 
Helping The Needy Program, where students 
sourced, compiled and delivered care packages 
for homeless men to welfare agency Bendigo 
Family Financial Services.

ADVANCE PRO

Advance, VCAL & Horticulture Elective students
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SPORT

Similar to last year, some areas within the 
College WCB Sports Program were disrupted 
throughout the course of the year. However, 
generally we have made the best of the situation 
and completed most of the allocated sports, 
although several School State Victoria Finals 
were cancelled.

Term 1 began with a vibrant WCB Swimming 
carnival at the Bendigo East Swimming Pool 
where numbers were strong. The mighty Katyil 
again proved to be wizards in the pool. Well done.

A strong contingent of event winners then 
represented the College at the Sandhurst Division 
Swimming carnival held at the Bendigo Aquatic 
Centre.   

Junior Results

Junior Aggregate Results - 

1st Katyil (145)     

2nd Wannop (109)                    

3rd Merin (98)

4th Katyil (145)

Senior Aggregate Results - 

1st Katyil (116)

2nd Wannop (85)

3rd  Kappen (71)

4th Merin (54 )       

Overall Results

1st Katyil (261)

2nd Wannop (194)

3rd Merin (152)

4th Kappen (124) 

WCB Swimming Carnival  
Age Group Champions 

Individual Age Group Championships – Boys

16 Boys Will Beaton (Wannop)

15 Boys Jesse Gill (Merin)

14 Boys Arden Thacker (Katyil)

12-13 Boys Kai Norton (Katyil )

Individual Age Group  
Champions Girls-

16 Girls Claudia Mountjoy (Katyil)

15 Girls Charli Seymour (Wannop)

14 Girls Alyssa Beaton (Wannop)

12-13 Girls Madison Gill (Merin)

Individual Age Group Championships – Boys
 
HOUSES HOUSE LEADERS HOUSE CAPTAINS

MERIN- YELLOW Mr Kieryn McKemmish Jnr) Madi Thomas, Mason Holm 
  (Snr) Ella Griffin, Ethan Oaten
KAPPEN-GREEN          Mr Kane Goldsworthy (Jnr)  Charlie Prichard, Xavier Cain
  (Snr) Jett Rowell, Brent White
KATYIL-BLUE Mr Jack McIntosh (Jnr)  Mikayla Mullen, Mitchell Heenan
  (Snr) Reese Gilchrist, Jett Patullo
WANNOP-RED Mr James Ginnivan (Jnr)  Alyssa Beaton, Zachary McGibbon
  (Snr) Chelsea Price, William Beaton 

WCB Athletics Carnival

Strong participation 
rates and plenty of 
colour were the order 
of the day for the WCB 
Athletics Carnival 
held in March. Strong 
efforts ensure the 
College fielded a very 
competitive squad at 
District and Regional 
Carnivals. Katyil 
again claimed the 
overall shield narrowly 
defeating Kappen.

Junior Aggregate Shield
1st   Kappen 465 points 
2nd   Katyil 435 points
3rd  Merin 350 points
4th Wannop 345 points 

Senior Aggregate Shield
1st   Katyil 442 points
2nd    Kappen   393 points  
3rd  Wannop 351 points   
4th  Merin 212 points 

Overall Winners Shield
1st   Katyil 877 points
2nd    Kappen 858 points
3rd   Wannop 696 points 
4th  Merin 562 points

SPORT

WCB Athletics Age Group Champions
12-13 yr Girls Larni Giudice (Katyil)
14 yr Girls Alyssa Beaton (Wannop)
15 yr Girls Jemma Norton (Katyil)
16 yr (Open) Girls Skye Webb (Katyil)

12-13 yr Boys Kai Norton (Katyil)
14 yr Boys Xavier Cain (Kappen)
15 yr Boys Jesse Gill(Merin)
16 yr (Open) Boys Will Beaton
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Term Sport Days

Throughout the course of the school year 
students had the opportunity to compete against 
other schools within the Sandhurst Division 
Secondary Schools Sports Association structure. 

Sports included: Volleyball, Cricket, Tennis, 
Hockey, Netball, World Football, Badminton, AFL 
Football, Table Tennis and Basketball. Highlights 
included the victories of the Boys Year 7 World 
Football team and the Year7/8 Girls Hockey 
squad. Well done to all students who represented 
the College in team sports throughout the course 
of the year .

ADP Program

2021 also saw the third year of the Bendigo 
Education Plan ADP Program. The ADP combines 
sport and academics, supporting students in 
developing a range of skills through tailored 
specialist coaching in their sport of choice. 

Students’ access General Physical Preparation 
Sessions and Sport-Specific Technical Skill 
Sessions every week, providing student-athletes 
with a specialised training and development 
environment. The program is open to all 
students throughout the college. 2021 saw the 
conditioning component moved to the WCB 
College grounds with an excellent established 
weights room developed.

Shooting Competition

Students from WCB took place in the North West 
School Shoot based shooting competition at 
Barham- Koondrook. Well done, especially to 
Ryan Clark and Rebecca Ruedin who produced 
fantastic results. 

Ryan Clark winning the Overall High Gun category 
with Rebecca winning the Junior girls. Well done 
to both. A great effort.

SPORT
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SPORT
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SPORT
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SPORT
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BEST AND WORST THINGS ABOUT REMOTE LEARNING

BEST

‘THE WORST 
THING ABOUT 
REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
NOT BEING ABLE 
TO VISIT THE 
LIBRARY AND 
BORROW BOOKS’. 
- ALYIAH L9A

‘REMOTE LEARNING SUCKED BECAUSE IF 
YOU’RE BORED AT SCHOOL THERE IS ALWAYS 
SOMETHING TO DO SUCH AS GOING TO THE 
MAKERSPACE OR TALKING TO FRIENDS, BUT AT 
HOME THERE WASN’T ANYTHING TO KEEP ME 
OCCUPIED.’ - EBONY L9A

‘THE BEST PART 
OF REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
WORKING AT MY 
OWN PACE AND 
THE SLEEP-INS.’  
– MICHAEL M8A

‘REMOTE 
LEARNING 
WAS UTTERLY 
MISERABLE.’  
– BLODAN M1A

‘THE BEST THING 
ABOUT REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
BINGE-WATCHING 
SHOWS.’  
– EMILY K9B

‘THE BEST THING ABOUT REMOTE LEARNING 
WAS THE SECLUSION. I COULD HIDE MYSELF IN 
MY ROOM, NOT HAVE TO SEE ANYONE AND NOT 
HAVE TO ENGAGE IN POINTLESS SMALL TALK.’  
– JAXAN W1B
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WORST

‘REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
THE WORST 
BECAUSE IT WAS 
HARD TO FOCUS 
ON SCHOOL 
WORK.’  
– CORDELL VCAL

‘THE BEST THING 
ABOUT REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
DRINKING TEA  
AT HOME.’  
- HAYDEN M8A

‘THE WORST 
THING ABOUT 
REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
NOT BEING ABLE 
SEE MY FRIENDS, 
BEING ABLE TO 
SLEEP IN WAS THE 
BEST THOUGH.’  
– HOLLY L9B

‘THE BEST THING 
ABOUT REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
BEING DONE 
EARLY AND 
GETTING TO GO 
PAT THE COWS.‘  
– GISELLE W9B

‘THE WORST 
THING ABOUT 
REMOTE 
LEARNING 
WAS THE 
ISOLATION FROM 
EVERYTHING AND 
EVERYONE.’ – M9A

‘THE WORST THING ABOUT REMOTE LEARNING, 
IN MY OPINION, WAS ALWAYS BEING ON 
THE COMPUTER. IT GOT EVERY ANNOYING, 
ESPECIALLY SINCE IT HAPPENED ALL LAST YEAR 
AS WELL.’ – JACKSON M9B

‘THE WORST 
THING ABOUT 
REMOTE 
LEARNING WAS 
MY PARENTS 
FORCING ME 
TO DO ALL THE 
SCHOOL WORK.’  
- ZACH W1B
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GREASE

ARTS

What an extraordinary and challenging two years  
we have spent with the company of ‘Grease’.  
Our students have displayed admirable resilience 
in the face of some very difficult circumstances.  
Unfortunately, we were not able to get this show 
to the stage. Constant disruptions with ‘circuit 
breaker’ lockdowns and longer periods of remote 
learning kept us out of the rehearsal room and 
ultimately, proved too disruptive.

Time and time again our wonderful cast 
returned to rehearsal with enthusiasm, drive and 
commitment. They have been commended on 
their professionalism and work ethic during this 
time.

It’s a lovely reminder of why we do what we do, 
and the importance of making sure this cast have 
something to take with them after all the work 
they’ve put in. We were able to present several 
ensemble pieces that allowed the cast to share 
some of the work they have been doing.

Here we share some of the promotional shots 
taken earlier on in the year.  

Thank you to all, on and off stage, who played a 
part in ‘Grease’.

PERFORMING ARTS 

BEING INVOLVED IN THE 
PERFORMING ARTS IS 
ABOUT JUST GIVING IT A GO.

I’m a bit scared of this, “just give it a go”.

I don’t think I know this tune well enough to 
perform it, “just give it a go”.

What if someone laughs when I perform?, “just 
give it a go”.

This is really hard, “just give it a go”.

Ms Henty, Mr Emond, the Instrumental Staff and 
I, we’ve heard all of these statements a lot this 
year. I can confidently say that whenever any of 
us have advised a student to “just give it a go”, 
they have.

There are so many stories from this year that have 
revolved around exactly that, “just give it go”, 
and it’s been met with success more often than 
not. John Williams Band, Count Basie Band and 
the Weeroona College String Ensemble despite 
being very small ensembles (between 5 and 10 
members) are make amazing music that sounds 
more like ensembles three times their size. 

Our Rock Bands, despite missing so many 
rehearsals due to lockdowns, remote learning 
and having restrictions on what they can and 
can’t do, are still sounding amazing and rocking 
out hard (as I type a student is practicing Enter 
Sandman by Metallica, and doing a very good job 
of it too). Guitar Ensemble this year has become 
an amazing environment for young people to 
learn guitar in group environment where you 
don’t have to worry about being judged on 
your ability and the “just give it a go” attitude is 
encouraged.

Even when we returned from the various 
lockdowns we endured this year, there was the 
potential for all wind instrument to be put on 
hold due to aerosol spray. Instrumental students 
and staff simply moved outside and continued 
their lessons. Problem solved.

As I said earlier, there are so many stories from 
this year about students and staff making sure 
that their pursuits within the Performing Arts 
Department are satisfied. Personally, I can’t wait 
for 2022. If 2021’s group of Year 7s are anything to 
go by, 2022 is going to a blinder. 

Here are some pictures from this year that 
I’ve taken at various rehearsals, practices and 
lessons. Pictures always say more don’t they?

From everyone in the Performing Arts Building, 
here at Weeroona College Bendigo, thank you 
for support the Performing Arts and our amazing 
students. Have a great Christmas and stay safe.

Chris Blackshaw
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ARTS
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PHOTOGRAPHY

ARTS

Malena Ashton

Emily Bawden Emily Bawden

Morgan Johnson

Nikita Purdy

Brad Fuller

Daniel Ramm
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ART

Taleah Vandenadart

Fresa Caragatan Seraya Crozier

Breanna Lawrence Reeberka Winchar

Sierra Malloy

ARTS
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ARTS

YR 7 ART

Amelia Hipwell Liam Rosedale

Riley Palmer Kaitlyn Pollock

Emily Walker Ivy Grant

Issy Hibberd

Larni Giudice
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ARTS

YR 8 VISUAL COMMUNICATION

Ella Reynolds

Madison Thomas Ryan Lwin Tom Reid

Izabelle Hicks Lah K’Paw Keely Nankervis 

Keely Nankervis 
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TEXTILES

TEXTILES

Murray Arwen Jack Obryan  Indy Quenault Dakota Scarcella Hayley Tanner Caleb Vercoe

Isabelle Carter Ella Ferguson Madi Gill Zoe Ross

Amayah Seboa Lina Seng Sophia Simbit Jordan Voltz

Reagan Wirken Tammekah Cook

Eh Ka Ter Wel Malaki Harding Amelia Hipwell Jack Kelly Kaitlyn Pollock Sein Ya Lay Sha Lae Say Ryda Spark  Tom Biggs  Abby O’Neill

Sarah Piotrowski

Amelia Wallace
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VCAL

VCAL

Throughout the course of the year, the Years 11 
and 12 VCAL students have undertaken a wide 
range of learning opportunities, both within the 
school, and in the wider Bendigo community.

These have included:

• Greening Up the Garden Project

• Making badges for a number of local 
businesses

• Volunteering at Bendigo Family Financial 
Services

• Undertaking Structured Workplace Learning 

• Assisting with catering at the swimming and 
athletics carnivals

• Organising an excursion

• Putting together care packages for the 
homeless and victims of domestic violence

These activities have complemented their 
classroom activities in Literacy, Numeracy, 
Personal Development and Work Related 
Skills along with their VET studies in Active 
Volunteering and Employment Pathways.

“The best thing about VCAL apart from everything 
was the garden project where we built garden 
beds and planted them out and also built a garden 
shed and a greenhouse.” 

Year 11 VCAL student
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AWARDS PRESENTATION

AWARDS
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AWARDS

School Captain 2021 Luke Fitzgerald

School Captain 2021 Blodan Abduljabbar

School Captain 2021 Maddison Grinter

School Captain 2021 Elise McGibbon

College Council Student Representative 2021 Nikita Purdy

College Council Student Representative 2021 Tannisha Murley

Sports Captain - Kappen Jnr Charlie Prichard

Sports Captain - Kappen Jnr Xavier Cain

Sports Captain - Kappen Snr Brent White

Sports Captain - Kappen Snr Jett Rowell

Sports Captain - Katyil Jnr Mikayla Mullen

Sports Captain - Katyil Jnr Mitchell Heenan

Sports Captain - Katyil Snr Reese Gilchrist

Sports Captain - Katyil Snr Jett Patullo

Sports Captain - Merin Jnr Madison Thomas

Sports Captain - Merin Jnr Mason Holm

Sports Captain - Merin Snr Ella Griffin

Sports Captain - Merin Snr Ethan Oaten

Sports Captain - Wannop Jnr Alyssa Beaton

Sports Captain - Wannop Jnr Zachary McGibbon

Sports Captain - Wannop Snr Chelsea Price

Sports Captain - Wannop Snr William Beaton

Bendigo YMCA Harriers Athletics Award Junior Male Kai Norton

Bendigo YMCA Harriers Athletics Award Junior Female Larni Giudice 

Bendigo YMCA Harriers Athletics Award Senior Male William Beaton

Bendigo YMCA Harriers Athletics Award Senior Female Skye Webb

Golden Square Football Club AFL Award Deacon Wheelhouse

Northern Flames Most Outstanding Netballer Nanise Maka

Northern Flames Most Outstanding Netballer Mia Hicks 

Barry Findlay Cricket Award Maysen Pettersen

Year 7/8 Sports Award (Female) Madison Gill

Year 7/8 Sports Award (Male) Xavier Cain

Year 9/10 Sports Award (Female) Reese Gilchrist

Year 9/10 Sports Award (Male) Xavier Dingfelder Hope

Angelica Stockwell Avid Reader Award Year 7 Ivy Flanders

Angelica Stockwell Avid Reader Award Year 8 Amy Jefferis

Angelica Stockwell Avid Reader Award Year 9 Jemma Norton

Angelica Stockwell Avid Reader Award Year 10 Blodan Abduljabbar

Bendigo Chaplaincy Committee - John Boquest Memorial Award Alex Brown

Bendigo Northern District Enterprise Award Wannop Chelsea Price

Bendigo Northern District Enterprise Award Merin Aymee Robinson

Bendigo Northern District Enterprise Award Katyil Matt Stockwell

Bendigo Northern District Enterprise Award Kappen Cleo Hall

College Council Citizenship Award Year 9 Sophie Mennie

College Council Citizenship Award Year 10 Maddison Grinter

Junior Language Award Keely Nankervis

Senior Language Award Htoo Aye

First Nations People Award Bethany Stewart

English as an Additional Language (EAL) Award Paw Si Si

VCAL Program Award Year 11 Cordell Lemke-Coole

VCAL Program Award Year 12 Carson Tamblyn

Energy Breakthrough Award Senior Madison Lawrence

Energy Breakthrough Award Junior Zoe Ross

ADF Future Innovators Award Julia Piotrowski

ADF Long Tan Youth Leadership Teamwork Award Matthew Stockwell

Kwong Lee Dow Scholarship Julie Piotrowski

Union St Blues Club Music Award Matthew Stockwell

Curriculum Award Year 7 - Performing Arts James Trelor

Curriculum Award Year 7 - Visual Arts Ree Ber Ka Winchar

Curriculum Award Year 7 - English Larni Giudice

Curriculum Award Year 7 - Health & PE Lani Giudice

Curriculum Award Year 7 - Humanities Larni Giudice 

Curriculum Award Year 7 - Auslan Isabella Carter 

Curriculum Award Year 7 - Chinese Larni Giudice
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Curriculum Award Year 7 - Maths Larni Giudice

Curriculum Award Year 7 - STEM Larni Giudice 

Curriculum Award Year 7  - Technology Larni Giudice 

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Performing Arts Darcy Ryan

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Visual Arts Ryan Arkar Lwin

Curriculum Award Year 8 - English Amy Jefferis

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Health & PE Madison Thomas

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Humanities Alyssa Beaton

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Auslan Th Yu Paw Kula 

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Chinese Darcy Ryan

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Maths Amy Jefferis

Curriculum Award Year 8 -STEM Madison Thomas

Curriculum Award Year 8 - Technology Amy Jefferis

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Performing Arts Taleah Vandenadort

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Visual Arts Fresa Caragatan

Curriculum Award Year 9 - English Aymee Robinson

Curriculum Award Year 9 -Health & PE Emily Bawden

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Humanities Charli Seymour

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Auslan Seraya Crozier 

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Chinese Georgia Hooley

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Maths Ned Howie

Curriculum Award Year 9 -Science Aymee Robinson

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Food Technology Nathaniel Keune

Curriculum Award Year 9 - Technology Kaide Bool

La Trobe University Infinity Award Tilda Picken   

La Trobe University Infinity Award Charli Seymour   

La Trobe University Infinity Award Giselle Holm   

La Trobe University Infinity Award Taleah Vandenadort  

La Trobe University Infinity Award Emma Hooley  

Academic Excellence Award - Dramatic Arts Award- David Young Bequest Kaitlyn Allan  

Academic Excellence Award - Visual Arts Paula Maka   

Academic Excellence Award - Media Tilda Picken  

Academic Excellence Award - English Chelsea Price  

Academic Excellence Award - Health  & PE Elise McGibbon  

Academic Excellence Award - Humanities-Bendigo Historical Society Award Julia Piotrowski  

Academic Excellence Award - Maths Jessica McNeill 

Academic Excellence Award - Science Brent White  

Academic Excellence Award - Auslan Eh Sar Sar  

Academic Excellence Award - Chinese Bella Prolongeau   

Academic Excellence Award - Textiles Sophie Mennie  

Academic Excellence Award - Food Technology Jemma Reid  

Academic Excellence Award - Electronics Hannah Coates  

Academic Excellence Award - Metals J’Kobee Smith  

Academic Excellence Award - Woodwork Nevaeh Caldis  

Academic Excellence Award - Digital Technolgies Fresa Caragatan  

Marcus Watson VET Hospitality Award Jemma Reid  

Academic Excellence Technology Award Abbigail Henderson  

VET Technology Award Abbigail Henderson 

BSSC VCE Scholarship Award Julia Piotrowski 

Weeroona College Bendigo Year 7 Dux Larni Giudice  

Weeroona College Bendigo Year 7 Dux Sarah Piotrowski 

Weeroona College Bendigo Year 8 Dux Amy Jefferis  

Weeroona College Bendigo Year 8 Dux Madison Thomas  

Weeroona College Bendigo Year 9 Dux Aymee Robinson  

Weeroona College Bendigo Year 9 Dux Fresa Caragatan  

Year 10 Student of Year Award Chelsea Price  

Year 10 Student of Year Award Matthew Stockwell  

Weeroona College Bendigo Dux of the College Julia Piotrowski 

AWARDS
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After 2020, the WCB Energy Breakthrough Team 
were all hoping 2021 would be a COVID-19 free 
year, but in fact, we had just as many lockdowns 
and just as much remote learning. Subsequently, 
we’ve had to find new ways to train and race. 

Even though the year didn’t quite go to plan 
we still worked hard all to stay fit and healthy. 
We all made an effort to train when we could. 
During our weekly training sessions, we would 
either do a HIIT workout on the spin bikes or we 
would ride around the school oval in the trikes. 
These spin classes were great for increasing our 
cardiovascular and muscular endurance while 
racing in the trike helped us to practice taking 
corners, overtaking, and quick pit changes in 
preparation for when we could finally hit the 
track again. 

The STEM elective has given students who are 
in Years 9 and 10 the opportunity to learn more 
about the program. This year in the elective, we 
have covered both the practical and theoretical 
sides of Energy Breakthrough. In Semester 1, we 
covered maintenance of the trike and servicing 
as well as printing, weeding and applying vinyl 
stickers. On the theory side, we learnt different 
types of training which helped us create our own 
10-week training program. The types of training 
in our programs included interval, continuous, 
weight, plyometric and circuit training. In 
the second semester, we covered display and 
presentation which included us making our own 
presentations about Energy Breakthrough and 
the different components of the program.  
Our final unit in the class was the preparation for 
the race that took place back in mid-November. 

In Term 3 Macca had the idea to run our own 
race at school in-lieu of the traditional Energy 
Breakthrough events. The race named, “Survival 
of the Fittest”, was held at the school track on the 
18th and 19th of November with two twelve-hour 
days from 8am to 8pm. Rather than competing 
against other schools, the event was held as 
a charity event between the Weeroona teams 
with friends and families donating money to 
Movember to fund mental health research.  
The event was a great success with most of the 
school turning out at lunch to watch everybody 
race. Thanks to Macca for organising the event, 
without it we wouldn’t have raced at all this year. 

Fundraising is a crucial part of our Energy 
Breakthrough program as it gives us a part of the 
monies needed to be able to maintain and repair 
the trikes, pay for entry fees and to purchase the 
specifically designed equipment required. Even 
with the challenges this year proved we still had 
a few great fundraisers along the way. One of 
our main fundraisers this year was the Bunnings 
barbeque which helped the team raise over 
$1000. The barbeque was mainly led by parents 
and students with the assistance of Mr McIntosh 
and Miss McLean. The barbeque was a major 
success and wildly fun to get to be a part of. This 
year we also had the Scout’s Monster Raffle. The 
raffle going online made a new challenge to ticket 
selling but us as a team were able to overcome 
it. The Energy Breakthrough team made back 
75% of every ticket sold and this money is greatly 
beneficial to our program. Our other fundraiser 
this year was the pizza fundraiser we held in 
November. This event was a huge success and  
we hope everyone liked their pizza.   

Sponsors are one of the most integral parts of 
running our Energy Breakthrough program. 
Without them, we wouldn’t have the funds 
necessary to maintain our trikes or to attend 
races. We would like to thank the businesses 
that have kindly donated to our program. 

These include: J + K Law, White Hills Takeaway, 
FitRepublic, Thacker’s Trucks and Engineering, 
Stow Earthmoving and Landscaping, First Class 
Finishes, Brumby’s, Perrow’s Paints, JL King and 
Co, Brumby’s Bakery Epsom, Bendigo Embroidery, 
JCH Mechanical, High Street X-Ray, and Lactalis.  

These sponsorships have allowed us to purchase 
some new and exciting additions to our trikes.  
We now (finally) have fans in all our vehicles 
which will allow us to stay cool and not fog up the 
trike at night. These fans proved to be extremely 
useful when we held our own race in November 
when it was super-hot! We have also upgraded 
to a new Makita Battery system which means we 
can now run everything in the trike from a single 
battery which not only makes us more efficient  
in our pit stops but more sustainable as well.

Running the Energy Breakthrough program for 
the past 2 years has certainly been incredibly 
challenging, and we would like to thank everyone 
involved who have allowed us to continue doing 
the program throughout these difficult times. 
To the teachers at school and members of the 
community who have helped support us: Miss 
McLean, Ms Davis, Di, all the parent helpers and 
volunteers. Thank you, we couldn’t have done it 
without you. To the people outside of school who 
helped with the construction and maintenance of 
the trikes, John Taylor and Keith Robinson. Thank 
you, our trikes are looking more amazing and 
more ready to race than ever before. And last, 
but certainly not least, thank you to Mr McIntosh. 
Every year you go above and beyond to provide 
this fantastic program for us. You have given so 
much time and energy so that we always had 
something to look forward to even in the harshest 
lockdowns. Thank you so much for everything 
you do. Hopefully next year all your hard work  
will pay off and we can get back on the track! 

By Ned Howie, Aymee Robinson  
and Hannah Coates.

EBT
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THE GLC

THE GLC 
THE GLOBAL  
LEARNING CENTRE

The GLC has been a hive of activity for most of 
2021. We have celebrated a number of major 
events including: Lego Week, Book Week 
and National Simultaneous Storytime. The 
Makerspace has run STEAM activities all year 
focusing on: kitchen science, engineering, 
influential artists, wellbeing and problem-
solving. The GLC has also played host to the 
College’s ever-popular Book Club.

“This year has been all over the place, in and 
out of lockdowns, but when we have been 
able to attend Book Club has always been a 
welcoming space. You can relax and just talk 
books. No matter what, it’s always a happy 
and safe environment, which also has good 
snacks.” – Amy M8A

“I have loved the activities in Book Club and 
the chance to get a first pick of the books.”  
– Ivy K7A

“One of the best parts of being a member of 
Book Club are the perks. You get first pick of 
the new books, food if you’re hungry and so 
much more!” - Morgan K9B

“The activities were so fun and I loved being 
first in line to view and borrow new books.”  
– Sophie  K8A

“Book Club this year has been extremely 
exciting. With all the events that happened, 
regardless of Covid, the librarians couldn’t 
have made it better if they tried! All the effort 
they put into Book Week, Lego Week and 
National Simultaneous Storytime, they made 
sure we had lots of fun!” – Blodan M1A
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THE GLC

“The Makerspace has helped me keep calm 
and focus on something before going back to 
class.” – Sophie K8A

 “I’ve really enjoyed the Makerspace this year. 
I come here almost every lunchtime looking 
forward to the activities and the atmosphere.” 
– Darcy K8A
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CHINESE

CHINESE

YEAR 7 & 8 SPECTACULARYear 8 Chinese classes’ students were having fun making  
a Chinese dragon and playing with the dragon they made. 
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BFLO

THE YEAR THAT WAS AT BFLO 2021

2021 was a unique year with everyone adjusting 
to the changes brought to us by COVID-19. Staff, 
parents, students and community groups were all 
effected somehow and of course this changed what 
we have known of education to date. 

However, our BFLO cohort and community have 
been extremely resilient in current times and their 
perseverance is commendable. Our staff have been 
creative with programs that we offer and despite 
our trials they have managed to offer our students 
exposures to many experiences. 

Programs and activities which our students have 
been involved with this year include:

Queenscliff camp – Our camp is 3 days filled with 
various activities such as surfing, swimming with 
dolphins and seals and enjoying the thrills of the 
Adventure Waterpark Geelong. Students enjoy 
the experience of camping in tents under the stars 
alongside the ocean. 

Hands on Learning: Our Hands on Learning space 
has received a restoration and been converted 
into a Maker Space for our students. Rather than 
operating the tools, students are engaging in more 
craft based activities creating lots of diverse and 
clever items. 

Robotics: Students have engaged well with our 
new robotics program here at BFLO. Students are 
taught by our clever Ash Wade to code and program 
robots to follow particular directions, play music to 
recognisable tunes and so much more. 

It is fantastic that we can offer STEM subjects 
here at BFLO. 

And so much more…

Upcoming events in 2022 include our Beach 
camp, Horse riding camp, hiking trips, Lovebites 
program and Basketball at the Schwepps Centre. 
Already with the lifting of restrictions, and the 
gradual return to our ‘new’ normal, 2022 is 
looking like and exciting, opportunity filled year 
for our awesome cohort at BFLO. 
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PHOENIX FM

Every year, WCB’s elected College Captains have 
the opportunity to represent the school and 
themselves with a radio interview! Fortunately, 
amongst the chaos of COVID-19, 2021’s College 
Captains were lucky enough to follow this 
tradition and meet with Phoenix FM’s hosts John 
and Janeen.

School Captains Maddison Grinter, Blodan 
Abbduljabbar, Elise McGibbon and Luke 
Fitzgerald, Assistant Principal Ms. Trew, and 
our prized office administrator, Rhiannon Berry 
all made their way to the Phoenix FM studio on 
May 21st after a joyful practice interview the day 
before. Here the school captains were met with 
the encouragement of the hosts, and watched 
the process of on-air radio in action before finally 
beginning the awaited interview. 

Luke and Maddi opened the interview with a 
short introduction and were asked questions 
about the school, their teachers and leadership. 
Elise and Blodan continued being asked the same 
and promoting the school’s (now cancelled, yet 
highly anticipated) musical production, ‘Grease’. 
Ms Trew and Rhiannon got their time to shine too, 
being asked about themselves and their positions 
teaching and working at Weeroona. 

Then came a meaningful (and my personal 
favourite) question, “Who inspires you?” The 
captains dedicated their answers to past and 
present teachers, parents, grandparents and 
friends – surely prompting a smile on the faces 
of those listening. Unfortunately, our second 
interview that was scheduled the following 
week was cancelled due to a surprise lockdown. 
This interview was supposed to be dedicated to 
Weeroona College, its history and its values. 

Overall, the experience at Phoenix FM was an 
insightful and enjoyable experience for everyone 
involved. The opportunity to promote the 
school, speak on leadership and inspiration was 
definitely a valued one. 

A huge thank you to Ms Trew and Rhiannon for 
accompanying the College Captains and easing 
their troubled nerves as well as the hosts John 
and Janeen for making this a fun and comfortable 
experience.

Written by Maddison Grinter 

PHOENIX FM
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YEAR OF 2021 - YEAR 10 GRADUATES

GRADUATES
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CONTACT

Weeroona College Bendigo

383 Napier Street, Bendigo 
Victoria 3550 • Australia

03 5443 2133  
www.weeroona.vic.edu.au

Cover Art: Lor Shee Eh 

Content provided by: 
WCB Staff and Students

Facebook.com/weeroonacollege/
Instagram.com/weeroonacollegebendigo/


